Summary of the main features of GVS high security storage.
GVS is the international abbreviation of Goldvorsorge.
Buy & sell at any time
Deposits and withdrawals are possible at any time, from anywhere. With our GVS system of high security
storage, you are therefore not tied to any location, because you enjoy worldwide flexibility. We are happy to
handle your storage transactions via the web store, by phone, by e-mail or in person at any of our GVS
branches. You can make a purchase using all common payment methods and in any currency. These options
are also available to you when selling.
You already own precious metals? Very good, you can also store them
with us personally or by shipment. We check everything for
genuineness and record your precious metals in the storage contract.
This documentation is the basis for the 100% insurance.
Examples of the flexibility of use of our high security storage system:
 You are on a business trip in Asia and want to take advantage
of a surprising investment offer. We transfer the amount to
your account.
 You are on safari in Africa and your travel wallet gets lost.
Within a few hours you have enough money available again via
Western Union.
 Your partner has planned an extensive shopping trip. We
transfer money to your credit card account to increase your
shopping budget.

Flexible powers of attorney
You can issue powers of attorney at any time. Only the people you authorize can access your stored precious
metals. If you wish to make a change, just send us a message and the power of attorney will be adjusted or
cancelled. Life circumstances often change, so with GVS you have every flexibility and therefore security in
every situation.
Furthermore, individual agreements can be set up regarding the authorized representatives, such as:
 Two or more persons can only access your stored precious metals jointly.
 Sale/transfers are only possible up to a certain amount.
 Access to stored precious metals only in case of death.

Worldwide network
Your GVS storage location is part of an international network of GVS high security storage facilities. There are
numerous trading hubs for precious metals around the world. GVS trades at each of these locations and has
corresponding high security vaults on site.
The great advantage with these trading hubs is that precious metals can be moved from one location to the
next in a very short time. Every GVS customer thus has "Real Security". If the situation in a country should
develop unfavorably for precious metals, we will contact you immediately to arrange for another GVS storage
location for you. Within our network, a relocation of your metals can be arranged at any time.
Due to our international trading activities, you can buy and sell at any GVS storage location without additional
transportation/insurance costs.
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Tax-free storage and tax-free earnings
In most GVS storage locations it is also possible to store silver, platinum and palladium tax free. Many of our
customers also have multiple storages as they offer specific advantages, such as a storage for gold in Vienna
and a storage for silver in Singapore.
Also take advantage of the special benefit that only precious metals have. After a holding period of one year,
all earnings are tax-free.

Market updates, newsletter & videos from Goldvorsorge Chief Economist Thomas Bachheimer
Goldvorsorge Chief Economist, Thomas Bachheimer, operates the largest german information platform to
provide free opinions and information easily and free of charge.
www.bachheimer.com
There are constantly interesting videos on various topics, such as high security storage and information on
current market events.
High security storage of Goldvorsorge in Corona times
How do I set up my high security storage at Goldvorsorge?
Safe deposit register. Notifiable alternatives. Risks of safe deposit boxes
The GVS financial congress took place recently. Presentations on interesting topics such as inflation and
current outlook can now be accessed online.

Many years of experience
GVS has been active in the precious metals industry for over 20 years and is one of the largest precious metals
houses. All GVS companies are 100% bank-independent and debt-free. This unique characteristic guarantees
"Real Security" to all customers.
GVS is the official distributor of the world's leading mints. A detailed list can be found in the web store under
the item references. GVS does not trade for the purpose of multiplying money, but invests itself exclusively in
precious metals. Any fiat currency is immediately converted back into gold and silver. Just like any GVS storage
customer, we ourselves only ever want to own precious metals. "Real Security" always takes precedence.

Confidentiality, no registers
You always remain the owner of the precious metals in custody and are subject to strict confidentiality. We do
not share your information with anyone. We are 100% bank independent and do not report to the safe deposit
register, or any other asset registers. Your data will always be treated 100% confidential.
Furthermore, there is no record of your stored precious metals saved online. Therefore you are always
protected from hackers, insecure servers and WLAN scans. Your precious metals are always exactly noted on
the storage contract. You can request this overview at any time.
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Independent storage inspections
Contrary to the usual annual inspection, the GVS high-security storage facilities are subjected to a
comprehensive storage inspection twice a year. This ensures that all stored precious metals are always
physically present in their entirety. It is also ensured that they are not pledged in any other way. The
corresponding audit reports can be found in the web store under the respective storage location. The auditor
will also happily issue an individual report for your warehouse.
International web stores
GVS operates numerous web stores in different countries, languages and currencies. With your e-mail address
and password you can buy and sell in any of these online stores. Furthermore, you can send us encrypted
(256Bit) messages to, for example, change the powers of attorney on your GVS storage contract.

For further information you can contact us at:
+43 / 1 / 3305033
office@goldvorsorge.at
storage@gvs-bullion.com
Visit our store:
goldsilvershop24.com
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